Efficient and Versatile Pipet Microextraction Device Based on a Light-Heatable Sorbent.
Miniaturized sample pretreatment platforms have simplified analytical tasks in diverse disciplines. Herein, a novel pipet microextraction (PME) device is reported by making use of the photothermal property of a light-heatable sorbent (LHS) for the first time. Efficient and staining-free heating treatment of small volumes of liquids confined in the PME device is now enabled through light illumination. The light-induced heating treatment is capable of dramatically accelerating solvent elution rates, effectively unlocking bound toxin from its antibody, and rapidly quenching enzymatic activities, thus, provides PME with higher efficiencies and enables its new applications in antibody-intermediated sampling of targeted toxin from stained food surfaces and powders, as well as in accurate revelation of enzymatic reaction kinetics. This study offers a new perspective of designing efficient and versatile microextraction platforms and demonstrates their potential applications in different fields including public security, new drug development, and environmental protection.